
ClearPath Action works to accelerate conservative, market-based clean energy and industrial innovation with 
policy and strategies focused on:

Leveraging American Innovation
Modernizing Permitting
Bringing American Industry Back; and 
Unleashing American Resource Independence. 

POLICY      EDUCATION      EVENTS      POLLING      MESSAGING      COALITIONS

“ClearPath, a conservative clean energy non-profit." 

"A Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit working to develop and advance 
conservative policies that will accelerate clean energy innovation."

"A conservative advocacy group that backs nuclear, hydropower 
and carbon capture as ways to curb greenhouse gases.” 

“[ClearPath] works to accelerate conservative clean energy solutions.”

The climate is changing, and global industrial activity is contributing. We hear that from the oil & gas industry, 
power companies, and our friends in agriculture. Everyone is clear: it’s time to talk about solutions. We can’t 
damage our economy in our efforts, especially during this time of high inflation and instability around the world. 
And the good news is, we don’t have to. There are exciting solutions based on reality that protect America’s 
workforce and most importantly make energy more affordable and reliable. 
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Through a six-year, nation-wide, dial-tested research program led by Rich Thau, President of Engagious, we now 
know there is a way to talk about clean energy policy solutions that attracts swing voters, moderate Republicans 
and the conservative base. The good news is it’s a pretty easy message. This plan can address a challenge 
through innovation, workforce development & economic growth. You can build on the pragmatic and balanced 
clean energy public policy developments across our Nation.

Don’t deny or avoid climate & clean energy. Go on offense!

Lead with Conservative Ambition

“Climate change is real and global industrial activity is contributing. To reduce 
emissions, let’s return manufacturing and energy production to the U.S., where 

environmental standards are tougher than in China.”

Clean Energy U.S. innovation
over regulation

Markets over
mandates

Conservative
solutions are better

“When our energy is 
clean, or made clean 
through innovation, it 
enhances our quality 

of life.”

“Republicans have 
advocated for reduc-
ing carbon emissions 
through innovation – 

not regulation.”

“If we let America’s 
free-market advantage 
work, we’ll have lower 
emissions, more jobs, 
and America will win.”

“Biden is advancing 
an extremely costly 
climate agenda with 

more regulation & man-
dates. But we can find 
common ground. Our 
solutions are better.”

Sell a Conservative Clean Energy Agenda

“A robust American energy policy should make energy 
reliable, affordable and clean.”

Unlock American
energy resources

Leverage American 
Innovation Let America build Prevail over China

and Russia

“America has been 
abundantly blessed 
with vast natural re-
sources — and the 

technology to make 
that energy clean.”

“Innovative solutions 
reduce energy costs & 

worldwide emissions. At 
the same time, innova-

tion enhances economic 
& energy security by 

putting America first.”

“America needs more 
energy. We need to 

replace aging facilities, 
and build new ones. We 
need new power plants, 
resource development, 

and infrastructure.”

“To reduce emissions, 
let’s return manufactur-
ing to the U.S. where en-
vironmental standards 
and worker protections 

are tougher than in 
China and Russia.”
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